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Cement is an energy intensive industry with a high 
proportion of process emissions

The cement and lime industries are unique due to the fact that most of their greenhouse gas emissions are not 
caused by energy use from fuel combustion, but come from the raw materials themselves. Also the process 
involves a high energy consumption (thermal and electricity).

Near 60% of CO2 emissions come from inevitable chemical reactions in the process
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Carbon emission reduction levers

• Existing levers for reduction:
– Thermal and electric efficiency – deployment of existing state

of the art technologies in new cement plants, and retrofit of
energy efficiency equipment where economically viable.

– Alternative fuels – use of less carbon-intensive fossil fuels and
more alternative (fossil) fuels and biomass. Include wastes that
may otherwise be burnt in incinerators, landfilled or improperly
destroyed.

– Clinker substitution – substituting carbon intensive clinker, an
intermediate in cement manufacture, with other, lower carbon,
materials with cementitious properties.

• Technology under development : Carbon capture storage and
Re-Use (CCS-U)

• Potential low carbon cements – Still not known their features
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CSI-IEA Cement Technology Road Map

• IEA has worked together with the World
Business Council for Sustainable
Development (WBCSD) Cement
Sustainability Initiative (CSI) to develop a
technology roadmap for cement.

• The roadmap’s technology mitigation options
are outlined in a set of 38 technology papers
developed by the European Cement
Research Academy (ECRA) sponsored by the
CSI.

• The roadmap is based on model data from
Energy Technology Transitions for Industry
(IEA, 2009).
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Main conclusions from the Roadmap
• The roadmap estimates that the cement industry could reduce its

direct emissions18% from current levels by 2050.
• Outlines supportive policies, estimates financial requirements, and

describes technical changes, along with recommendations to
support research and development (R&D) and future investment
decision-making.
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Regional Roadmaps India and Brazil

Same process as for the Global Roadmap in 2009
- Partnership with IEA for their scenario and modeling 

capabilities
- Technical papers developed by regional industry 

experts 
- Set of existing emissions data (GNR)

Financial support by IFC

Two phases
- Development of the roadmap
- Tests on some volunteer plants to implement some of 

these technologies

Technical and political workshops to widespread knowledge 
and build capacity in the country
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Low-Carbon Technology Roadmap for the Indian 
Cement Industry 

In consultation with

Roadmap partners 

Principal supporter Industry supporters

www.wbcsdcement.org/india-tech-roadmap
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2-Phase process

Technology

Financing

Policy

Phase I Phase II

Potential investments 
identified

Cement demand data, 
data modeling, analysis 

Technology papers

Data coverage 
(85%+)

Stakeholder outreach

Stakeholder & 
partner review

Individual plant‐level 
analysis of roadmap
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India cement production forecast
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Roadmap findings
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Key indicators for Indian cement industry 
in the 2DS
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Potential energy savings from 
implementation of the different levers 
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Share of thermal energy use in the cement 
industry by energy source in the 2DS
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Low-Carbon Technology Roadmap for the 
Brazilian Cement Industry - Participants
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Low-Carbon Technology Roadmap for the 
Brazilian Cement Industry – Process 

1. Data 
collection 

2. Development 
of Technical 
Papers 

3. Data 
Modelling and 
Analysis

4. Stakeholders 
review

5. Evaluation 
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Low-Carbon Technology Roadmap for the 
Brazilian Cement Industry – Update

• Currently choosing Consultants (research centres and universities), that
will develop the Technical Papers and

• In parallel, together with IEA and a Industry WG the Data Collection
spreadsheet is being developed.

• These two activities are planned to be concluded by the end of 2014.
Beginning of 2015 some technical workshops on Energy Efficiency and
CCS will be planned, with the participation of Industry Experts, Academics,
Equipment suppliers and Research centres.
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Thank you

CSI is a member-led program of the 
World Business Council for Sustainable Development


